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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ALLOUCHE GALLERY ANNOUNCES NEW WORKS ON PAPER BY FAILE AT THE ART ON 
PAPER FAIR DURING ART BASEL MIAMI 2015.
MIAMI, DECEMBER 1, 2015.

Allouche Gallery is pleased to present new works on paper by Brooklyn-based collaborative duo 
Patrick McNeil and Patrick Miller, known collectively as FAILE, to be on display at the gallery’s 
booth at the 2015 edition of the Art on Paper Fair during Art Basel Miami.

Directly on the heels of their highly accalimed exhibition Savage/Sacred Young Minds at the 
Brooklyn Museum during summer 2015, as well as the installation of their seven foot tall prayer 
wheel in New York’s Time Square, internationally renowned FAILE has created a new body of works 
on paper for Allouche Gallery’s Art on Paper Fair presentation.

Ten new works on paper presented by FAILE draw on their roots of experimenting with printmaking 
and found urban debris. These new monotypes afirm FAILE’s longstanding engagement with 
post-war modernism - including the British International Group and the French nouveau realistes 
- but build on the formal inventiveness of their recent, genre-defying sculptural work. While the 
new pieces retain FAILE’s signature icons of text and image, their visual openness highlights the 
materiality of paper itself. All ten pieces are hand-cut and float-mounted on constructed paper stock, 
and several are physcially ripped and recomposed, harkening the decollage tradition of the European 
avant-garde.

New works by FAILE will be on display during Art Basel Miami 2015 at the Art on Paper Fair at the 
Deauville Resort from December 1st - December 6th.
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About FAILE

Artists Patrick McNeil and Patrick Miller have worked in a wide range of materials and styles since 
the inception of FAILE in 1999. They are best known for their prints, paintings, and mixed-media 
installation, which have been exhibited in museums and galleries around the world. Inspired by 
American Folk Art and the visual tapestry of city walls, their work is characterized by a vibrant 
weaving of abstraction, mass culture, and commercial typography.

About Allouche Gallery

Established in 2014, Allouche Gallery is home to an international roster of some of the world’s 
most recognized and culturally significant  contemporary visual artists. Through it’s highly 
curated program, the gallery has garnered a reputation for highlighting artists - whose work 
directly challenges preconceived notions of contemporary visual culture - affirming their place in 
21st Century art. Home to a select group of both established and rising artists across a variety of 
disciplines, Allouche Gallery represents the work of Ron English, Swoon, FAILE, Bast, Paul Insect, 
Nick Georgiou, Jason Revok, Mario Martinez, Lori Earley, Mark Hogancamp and Rafa Macarron.

Founded by Eric Allouche, Allouche Gallery is one of New York’s premiere art galleries and the 
preeminent exhibitor of contemporary art.


